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Abstract 
Morimoto, K., On the additivity of tunnel number of knots, Topology and its Applications 53 
(1993) 37-66. 
Let K, and K, be nontrivial knots in the 3-sphere 5”. In this paper, we show that if the tunnel 
number of K,#K, is two, then either both tunnel numbers of K, and K, are one, or one of K, 
and K, is a a-bridge knot and the other’s tunnel number is at most two. 
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Introduction 
Let K be a knot in the 3-sphere S3, and t(K) the tunnel number of K. Here, 
the tunnel number of K is the minimum number of mutually disjoint arcs properly 
embedded in the exterior of K whose complementary space is a handlebody. We 
call such arcs an unknotting tunnel system for K. In particular, we call it an 
unknotting tunnel for K if the family of the arcs consists of a single arc. 
Concerning the additivity of tunnel number of knots under connected sum, so far 
by several people [6, 7, 9, etc.], it has been proved only that tunnel number one 
knots are prime. In this paper we show: 
Theorem. Let K, and K, be nontrivial knots in S3, and suppose t(K,#K,) = 2. 
Then : 
(1) if neither K, nor K, are 2-bridge knots, then t(K,) = t(K,) = 1 and at least 
one of K, and K, admits a (1, l)-decomposition, or 
(2) if one of K, and K,, say K,, is a 2-bridge knot, then t(K,) is at most two and 
K, is prime. 
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Here, we say that a knot K in S” admits a (g, b)-decomposition if there is a 
genus g Heegaard splitting CV,, V,> of S3 such that y n K is a b-string trivial arc 
system in v (i = 1, 2) (cf. [4, 61). 
Remark. After the author had done the work in this paper, he proved in [5] that 
there are infinitely many tunnel number two knots K such that the tunnel number 
of K#K’ is equal to two again for any 2-bridge knot K’. This shows that the 
estimate of Theorem is the best possible. 
Corollary 1. Every tunnel number two knot has at most two connected sum sum- 
mands. 
Proof. Suppose t(K,#K,#K,) = 2 for some nontrivial knots K,, K, and K,. Put 
K, = K,#K,. Then t(K,#K,) = 2. Then by Theorem, both K, and K, are prime 
because tunnel number one knots are prime. Since K, is not prime, we have a 
contradiction, and this completes the proof of the corollary. q 
Corollary 2. Let K, and K, be tunnel number one knots. Then K,#K, has tunnel 
number two if and only if at least one of K, and K, admits a (1, l)-decomposition. 
Proof. Suppose K,#K, has tunnel number two. Then by Theorem and since 
2-bridge knots admit (1, 1)decompositions, at least one of K, and K, admits a 
(1, l)-decomposition. 
Conversely, suppose at least one of K, and K, admits a (1, l&decomposition. 
Then by tracing back the argument in the paragraphs previous to Lemma 2.1 of 
Section 2, we see that K,#K, has tunnel number two. This completes the proof of 
the corollary. q 
By the way, by a little observation, we have the following facts: 
Fact 0.1. Zf t(K) < t for a knot K, then g(J.52(K)) < 2t + 1, where &(K) is the 
2-fold branched covering space of S3 along K and g(. > denotes the Heegaard genus. 
Fact 0.2. t(K,#K,) G t(K,) + t(K,) + 1 for any two knots K, and K,. 
Fact 0.3. Zf a knot K admits a (g, b)-decomposition, then t(K) <g + b - 1. 
The author does not know if there is a knot which realizes the upper equality in 
Fact 0.1, etc. But he expects that the following conjectures are true. 
Cotiecture 1. There is a tunnel number one knot K, such that g( ,S$,( K,)) = 3. 
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Conjecture 2. There are two tunnel number one knots K, and K, such that 
t( K,#K,) = 3. 
Conjecture 3. There is a tunnel number one knot K, which admits no (1, l)-de- 
composition. 
Concerning the above conjectures, we have: 
Proposition 0.4. (1) Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2. (2) Conjecture 2 implies 
Conjecture 3. 
Proof. (1) Suppose t(K,#K,) G 2, then by Fact 0.1, g(Z2(KO#K,)) G 2.2 + 1 = 5. 
On the other hand, since the Heegaard genus of closed 3-manifolds is additive 
under connected sum by [ll, we have g(X,(K,#K,)) = g(&( K,)#&(K,)) = 
g(&(K,)) + g(Z,(K,)) = 3 + 3 = 6, a contradiction. 
(2) Suppose both K, and K, admit (1, l)-decompositions. Then by the defini- 
tion of (g, b)-decomposition, we see that K,#K, admits a (2, 1)-decomposition. 
Then by Fact 0.3, t(K,#K,) G 2, a contradiction. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem, in particular Corollary 2, we have: 
Corollary 3. Conjecture 3 implies Conjecture 2. 
Proof. Suppose t(K,#K,) < 2. Then since tunnel number one knots are prime, 
t(K,#K,) = 2. Hence by Corollary 2, K, admits a (1, I)-decomposition, a contra- 
diction. q 
1. Preliminaries 
We work in the piecewise linear category. Put K = K,#K,, and let N(K) be a 
regular neighborhood of K in S3 and E(K) = cl(S3 - N(K)) an exterior of K. Let 
{-yI, y2} be an unknotting tunnel system for K properly embedded in E(K) and 
N(y, U y2) a regular neighborhood of y, U y2 in E(K). Put V, = N(K) U NC-y, U 
y2) and V, = cl(S3 - V,). Then both V, and V2 are genus three handlebodies. 
Since K is not prime, there is a 2-sphere S in S3 which gives a nontrivial 
connected sum of K. We may assume that S n V, consists of disks. Since S 
intersects K in two points, we can put S n V, = 0: U 0: U D, U D, U . . . U D,, 
where Di* (i = 1, 2) is a nonseparating disk of V, intersecting K in a point and 
DjnK=@ (j= 1, 2,..., I). Suppose #(S n V,) is minimum among all 2-spheres 
which give nontrivial connected sums of K and intersect VI in such disks, where 
#( .> denotes the number of the components. Then, since K is a core of a handle 
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of Vi and D,* is a nonseparating disk of V, (i = 1, 21, we have the following three 
cases: 
Case I: 0: u 0: splits VI into two solid tori (Fig. l(I)), 
Case II: Df U 0: does not separate VI (Fig. l(I1)) and 
Case III: 0: and 0: are mutually parallel (Fig. 1011)). 
Put Si = S n i$ (i = 1, 2). Then by the minirnality of #(S,), S, is incompressible 
in V,. Let (E,, E,, E,) be a complete meridian disk system of V,, and put 
E = E, u E, U E,. Then by the incompressibility of S,, we may assume that each 
component of E n S, is an arc. Let (Y be an outermost arc component of E n S, in 
E. If (Y cuts off a disk in S,, then by using the disk, we can exchange E for another 
complete meridian disk system E’ so that #(E’ n S,) < #(E n S,). Hence we may 
assume that cy is essential in S,. Let A be the disk cut off by (Y in E such that 
A n S, = a. Then we can perform an isotopy through A which pushes a regular 
neighborhood of (Y in S2 into Vi. According to Jaco [2, Ch. II], we call this an 
isotopy of type A at (Y through A. Then as in [2, Ch. II], by exchanging complete 
meridian disk systems at each stage if necessary, we have a sequence of isotopies of 
type A at (Y~ through Ai (i = 1, 2,. . . , n) such that each (Y~ is an essential arc 
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properly embedded in S;-‘, where S; = S,, Si = clLS_’ - N((Y~)) and S; consists 
of disks. Furthermore we may assume that each LYE is an essential arc properly 
embedded in S, and CX~ n aj = Id (i #j>. Put aDi* = Cj* (i = 1, 2). Then each czi is 
one of the following three types. 
We say that (Y, is of type I if cri connects distinct components of as,, (Y~ is of 
type II if cyi meets a single component of as, and does not separate CT and C,*, 
and (Y~ is of type III if (Y~ meets a single component of as, - CC; U C,*> and 
separates CF and C,* (see Fig. 2). Moreover we say that (Y~ is a d-arc if czi is of 
type I and there exists a component C of aS, - <CT U C,*> such that (Y~ meets C 
and czi does not meet C for any j < i, and (Y~ is an e-arc if (Y~ connects CT and 
$7. 
Put S(O) = S, and let Sci) be the image of #-‘) after the isotopy of type A at (Y~ 
(i = 1, 2,. . . , n). Put cl(aAi - ai> = pi. Then, at each stage, pi is an arc in aV’, = aV,. 
By performing the isotopy of type A at (Y~, a band in V, whose core is pi is 
produced. We denote it by bi. 
Under the above terms and notations, in the following sections, we show that 
I = 0 or 1 by using isotopy of type A argument. In Section 2, we consider Case I 
and show that 1 = 0, then we see that the conclusion (1) of Theorem holds. In 
Sections 3 and 4, we consider Cases II and III and show that 1 = 1, then we see 
that the conclusion (2) of Theorem holds. Here we note that any isotopy has to be 
fixing the knot K setwise. Before going to the following sections, we prepare some 
facts. 
Fact 1.1. If I> 0, then no ai is a d-arc. 
Proof. If there is a d-arc, then by the inverse operation of isotopy of type A 
introduced in [S], we can reduce the number #(S,), a contradiction. q 
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Fact 1.2. If I> 0, then no cxi is of type II. 
Proof. If there is an arc (Y~ of type II, then we can find a d-arc in the planar 
surface in S, cut off by LYE, a contradiction. q 
Fact 1.3. If I> 0, then no ai is an e-arc. 
Proof. If there is an e-arc, then any arc is of type I or of type II. Then by Fact 1.2, 
LY, is of type I. Then it is a d-arc, a contradiction. 0. 
Fact 1.4. Zf l> 0, then (Y, is of type III. 
Proof. By Fact 1.2, (pi is of type I or of type III. If (pi is of type I, then it is a d-arc. 
Hence (pi is of type III. 0 
Throughout this paper, for an m-manifold A4 (m = 2 or 3 respectively) and an 
n-manifold N (n = 1 or 2 respectively) properly embedded in M, a component of 
M - N means the closure of a component of M-N. 
2. Case I 
Suppose Case I occurs. 
Suppose I= 0. Then S, = 0; u 0: and S, is an essential (i.e., incompressible 
and not &parallel) annulus in V2. Since aS,( = aS,) splits aV,( = W,) into two tori 
with two holes, S, is a separating annulus in V,. Hence by the same argument as 
that of [4, Lemma 3.21, we can regard S, as a union of an essential separating disk, 
say D, and a band, say b. Since D splits V, into a solid torus and a genus two 
handlebody, b is contained in one of them. If b is contained in the solid torus, 
then as, splits aV, into an annulus and a genus two surface with two holes, a 
contradiction. Hence b is contained in the genus two handlebody as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Let X, and X, be the two components of Vr - S,, and Y, and Y, the two 
components of V, - S, indicated in Fig. 3. 
We may assume that Y. n aV, is identified with X, n dV, (i = 1, 2). Put B, =X, 
u Y, and B, =X2 u Y2. Then, since B, and B, are the two components of S3 - S, 
Bi is a 3-ball (i = 1, 2). Put 6; = Bj n K(= Xi n K). 
Claim. For i = 1, 2, 6, is a tricial arc in Xi. 
Proof. Since K is a core of a handle of V,, there is an annulus A in V, such that a 
component of &4 is K and the other component of aA is in dV,. Since K 
intersects Di* (i = 1, 2) in a point, by the standard innermost argument and the cut 
and paste argument, we can choose A so that A n D* (i = 1, 2) consists of an arc 
which is essential in A. Put A nX, = Ri (i = 1, 2). Then R, is a disk in X, such 
that aR, = ~3~ u (an arc in ax,). This shows that ai is a trivial arc in Xi and 
completes the proof of the claim. 0 
Let B; be a 3-ball and 8; a trivial arc properly embedded in Bl (i = 1, 2). Put 
Sf = B, u B; and Ki = ai u 8; (i = 1, 2). Then K, is a knot in the 3-sphere S?. In 
the following, we show that K, admits a (1, l)-decomposition and that K, has 
tunnel number one. 
We denote the images of Df , 0: and S, in ax, and aY, by the same 
notations. Regard B; as Df x I and 6; as {xl} XI, where Df is a 2-disk, Z = [O, 11 
and x, is a point in int(Df). Choose the glueing map f of aB; to aB, so that 
f(D: x 101) = 07, f(D: x (1)) = 0; and f(aD: x I> = S,. Put W, =X, and W, = 
Y1 u f,Cao:xlj (0: X I). Then W, is a solid torus. And since there is a nonseparating 
disk, say A, in Y, such that A n S, is an arc (see Fig. 3) W, is also a solid torus 
because Df X I is a cancelling 2-handle for Yr. Hence (W,, Wz> is a genus one 
Heegaard splitting of the 3-sphere S:<= B, U B;). Since 6, is a trivial arc in 
W, = X, by Claim and 6, is a trivial arc in W, by the definition, K ,( = 6, U 8;) 
admits a (l,l)-decomposition. 
Next we denote the images of DT, 0: and S, in ax, and aY, by the same 
notations. Regard Bi as 0; XI and 8; = {x,1 XI, where 0: is a 2-disk and x2 is a 
point in int(Dz). Choose the glueing map f of aB; to aB, so that f(Di x (0)) = DT, 
f# X 111) =0: and f(@ x I> = S,. Put W, =X2 u~,~o~x~,~J~u~D~x~I~~ (0: x 1) 
and W, = Y,. Then W, is a genus two handlebody. And since 0; X I is a l-handle 
for X,, W, is also a genus two handlebody. Hence (W,, W,) is a genus two 
Heegaard splitting of the 3-sphere Sz<= B, U B;). Since 6, is a trivial arc in X, by 
Claim and 6; is a trivial arc in 0: X I by the definition, K,( = 6, U S;> is a core of 
a handle of W,. Thus K, has tunnel number one. 
In the rest of this section, we show 1 = 0. Then by the uniqueness of prime 
decomposition of knots [lo], and since tunnel number one knots are prime, we 
have the conclusion (1) of Theorem. The next lemma is trivial but important. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let U be a solid torus in S3 and c an essential loop in XJ. If c bounds a 
disk in cl(S3 - U), then U is an unknotted solid torus and c is isotopic in U to a core 
of u. 
By Fact 1.4, by performing the isotopy of type A at (pi, we have an annulus in 
vi, say A,. 
Lemma 2.2. Zf I> 0, then no core of A, bounds a disk in S3 -K. 
Proof. Suppose a core of A,, say c, bounds a disk, say D, in S3 -K. Let A be an 
annulus in So) such that aA = CT U c. Then A f7 K = 91 because (or is of type III 
by Fact 1.4. Then by using the annulus A and the disk D, we see that CT is 
contractible in S3 - K to a point. This is a contradiction because CT is a meridian 
of N(K). 0 
Lemma 2.3. Zf I> 0, then b, is not contained in any 3-ball component of V, - S,. 
Proof. Suppose b, is contained in a 3-ball component of V, - S,, say B. Then we 
can consider that A, is an annulus in aB. If B n K = @, then a core of A, bounds a 
disk in B( c S3 - K). This contradicts Lemma 2.2. Hence B n K # @. Since K is 
decomposed by the 2-sphere S into two components, the two components cannot 
be contained in the same component of V, - S,. Hence B n K is a single arc. 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.2, we can find a disk, say D, in B such that D f~ K is a 
point and D nA, = aD is a core of A&c S(l)). Let P, and P, be the two 
components of S (l) - aD containing 0: and 0; respectively. Put Qi = Pi U D 
(i = 1, 2). Since So) gives a nontrivial connected sum of K, we may assume that Q, 
gives a nontrivial connected sum of K. Then, since 0: is contained in Q,, Q, n V, 
consists of at most E + 1 disks. This contradicts the minimality of #(S,). 0 
We note that the above three lemmas remain valid in Cases II and III too. 
.., JU
‘.., 
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Fig. 4. 
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Lemma 2.4. 1 = 0. 
Proof. Suppose I> 0 and b, is attached to D,. If D, is a nonseparating disk in Vi, 
then b, is contained in the 3-ball in Vi cut off by 0: U D,* U D,. This contradicts 
Lemma 2.3. Hence D, is a separating disk and b, is contained in the solid torus in 
Vi cut off by D,. Note here that D, n K = @. Let U be the solid torus in V, cut off 
by A, indicated in Fig. 4. 
Let c be a core of A,, then by Lemma 2.2, c is an essential oop in W. Since c 
is a loop in S(l), c splits So) . mto two disks. Then by using one of the two disks and 
the fact that So) n U = A,(c XT), we see that c bounds a disk in cl(S3 - U). 
Hence by Lemma 2.1, c is isotopic in U to a core of U. This shows that b, wraps a 
handle of Vi exactly once. Hence A, is isotopic rel. aA, to the annulus cl(X_J -A,). 
Thus we can reduce the number #(S,) by pushing back A, into I’,. This 
contradiction completes the proof of the lemma and the proof of Case I. q 
3. Case II 
Suppose Case II occurs. 
If I = 0, then we can find a loop in Vi which intersects 0: U 0: in a single 
point. This shows that S is a nonseparating 2-sphere in S3. Hence I > 0. 
Suppose I= 1, and D, is a nonseparating disk in Vi such that 0; U D,* U D, 
splits Vi into a 3-ball and a solid torus. By Lemma 2.3, b, is contained in the solid 
torus component of Vi - S, as illustrated in Fig. 5, and let A, be the annulus as a 
union of D, and b,. Since V, n So) consists of two annuli, we can put V, n S(l) = 
F, u F2. Moreover we can regard Fi as a union of an essential disk in V2, say Gi, 
and a band in I’,, say hi (i = 1, 2). In addition, suppose G, and G, are mutually 
parallel nonseparating disks and that h, and h, are not mutually parallel bands as 
illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Let Xl and X, be the two components of V, - CD,* u 0; U A,) indicated in 
Fig. 5, and Y, and Y, the two components of V, - (F, U F2) indicated in Fig. 6. If 
Y, n W, is identified with X, n LW,, then the band b,, which is produced by the 
. JX2 
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isotopy of type A at CQ through A <indicated in Fig, 6), does not run over b,. 
Hence we can push back b, into Vz leaving b, in VI. Then since cyz is of type I 
and is not an e-arc, b, cmnects il, and ane of Or and 0;. Hence we can reduce 
the number #(S,), a contradiction. Thus, for a: = 1, 2, x n %‘, is identified with 
xi n “Vi. 
Put B, =X, ti Yt and B, =X, u Yz. Then, since B, and Bz are the two 
components of S3 - S I i Q) R is a 3-ball fr = 1, 2). Put Si = B; it K( = X’ it K). Then 
by the argument In the proof of Claim in Section 2, we see that 6, is a trivial arc in 
Xi (i =: 1, 2). Let B{ be a 3-ball and 6; a trivial arc properly embedded in Bi 
(i = 1, 2). Put ST = B, U3ip and Ki = 6, W Sf (i = 1, 21, then K, is a knot in the 
?-sphere Sf. In the foilawing, we show that K, has a 2-bridge de~omp~sit~ou and 
that K, has tunnef number at most two. 
We denote the images of DT, D;, A,, Fl and Fz in 3X, and aYt by the same 
notations. Let D2 be a &disk and czt and a2 two points in intCD2>, and fet N(a,) 
be a regular neighborhood of aj (i = 1, 2) in int(.D2> with rV(a,> nN(a,) = fl. Put 
D,” = cl(D2 - Ma,)> and Dy” = cl@’ - (N(a,) uN(n,)>I. Since there is a nonsepa- 
rating disk in X,, say A,, such that A, f~ 6, = @ and A, &4, is an arc and since 
there are two nonsepar~ti~g disks in I’;, say A, and AZ, such that A, I? Fi is an are 
fi = 1, 21, we see that (X,, St, A,f is home~mo~hi~ to CD,” x I, {a,) x I, %?(a,> x 
1) and that CY,, F,, F2) is homeomorphic to (0,” XI, W?<a,) X I, &Vfn,) XI), 
where I== [O, 11 (see Fig. 7). Regard Bf as 0: X [O, 33 and S; as (x1) X @I, 31, 
where IIf is a 2-disk and x1 is a point in int(#>. Choose the glueing map f of 3B; 
to 83, so that j%?~ x (Of) = Lr;, fCa@ x f0, 11) = r;;, @II: x [I, 21) = .4,, f(aCr: 
x [Z, 31) = F, and fU?; x f3)) = II;. Put ct; =X1 ti~i(aB+/l,2]t (a; x f3,2]) and 
w, = Yt u~i(~~~~r~,l]~ cat X [O, ID W~~~~~~~~~,~]~ C.r>: x’ !2, 3D. Then @VI, &I is a 
genus zero Heegaard splitting of the 3-sphere S:C = B, U IAl;, which gives a 2-bridge 
decomposition of K,( = is, u 8;). Hence K, has a 2-bridge decomposition. We note 
here that the above argument is due to Kobayashi 131 (cf. f3, Fig. 7, p. 183). 
Next we denote the images of r;lT, D;, A,, Fl and F2 in aXz and aYz by the 
same notations. Let E be a trivial arc properly embedded in X, which is obtained 
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by pushing an essential arc properly embedded in A, into X2, and let N(E) be a 
regular neighborhood of E in X,. Then cl(X, - N(E)) is a genus two handlebody 
and Yz u N(E) is a genus three handlebody. By the definition of E, there is a 
nonseparating disk, say D, properly embedded in cl(X, -N(E)) such that D n A, 
= dD CIA, is an essential arc properly embedded in A,. Since 6, is a trivial arc in 
X2 and 6, n D = @, there is a disk R in cl(X, -N(E)) such that R fl D = fl and 
aR = 6, U (an arc in &1(X, - N(E))). 
Claim. We can choose R so that R n A 1 = 6. 
Proof. Suppose R n A I[ = 3R n A I) # fl. Then we may assume that R n A I consists 
of essential arcs in A,. Put DnA, =e, and RnA, =e, Ue,U ... Ue,, and 
suppose that these arcs lie in A, in this order. Then e, U e, cuts off a disk in A,, 
say G,, such that G, n {ei},~c,j = e,, u e,. Then since R u G, U D is a disk, by 
pushing it off slightly, we get a new disk R, in cl(X, - N(E)) such that R, n D = fl, 
aR, = 6, U (an arc in &1(X, -N(E))) and R, nA, = e2 U e2 U . . . U ek. Hence by 
repeating these operations, we get a disk R, in cl(X, -N(E)) such that R, n D = @, 
dR, = 6, U (and arc in acl(X, - N(E))) and R, n A, = 6. This completes the proof 
of the claim. 0 
By Claim, and since the regular neighborhood of A, u D in cl(X, - N(E)) is a 
solid torus, we can consider that cl(X, - N(E)) is a disk sum of two solid tori such 
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that one of them contains 6, as a trivial arc and the other contains A, in the 
boundary as a core of it (see Fig. 8). 
Regard B; as 0; X [O, 31 and 6; as {xz) X [O, 31, where 0; is a 2-disk and x2 is 
a point in int(D;>. Choose the glueing map f of aBi to aB, so that f(Di x {O}) = 
DF, f(aDi X [O, 11) = F,, f(aD: X [l, 21) =A,, f(aD; X [2, 31) = F2 and f(Dz X (3)) 
= 0;. Put IV, = cl(X, -N(E)) u fl(olx(0))u(ao:x[1,2l)u(D:X(3)) (0,” x [O, 31) and W, 
= Y2 UN(E). Then CW,, W,> is a genus three Heegaard splitting of the 3-sphere 
S;(= B, U B;). Moreover by Claim and Fig. 8, K,(= 6, u 8;) is a core of a handle 
of WI. Hence K, has tunnel number at most two. 
In the rest of this section, we show that I = 1, that D, and V, n So) satisfy the 
above conditions and that the knot K, is prime. Then by the uniqueness of prime 
decomposition of knots, we have the conclusion (2) of Theorem. In the following 
proof, put _&B * = 0: u 0; and g = {Di}fzl. 
Lemma 3.1. There is no separating disk in ~3. 
Proof. Suppose there is a separating disk in 9, say D,. Then D, splits Vi into a 
solid torus and a genus two handlebody containing g*. If the solid torus contains 
a nonseparating disk in 8, then each component of Vi - S, is a 3-ball. This 
contradicts Lemma 2.3. Hence we may assume that the solid torus intersects S, in 
only D, and that 6, is contained in the solid torus. Then by the argument in the 
proof of Lemma 2.4 (cf. Fig. 41, we have a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.2. There is no disk Di in 9, such that { DT, D,*, Di} is a complete 
meridian disk system of VI. 
Proof. If there is such a disk in 9, then each component of V, - S, is a 3-ball. 
This contradicts Lemma 2.3. 0 
Lemma 3.3. We may assume that ~3 consists of one parallel class. 
Proof. Suppose 9 has more than one parallel classes. Then by Lemmas 3.1 and 
3.2, it has exactly two parallel classes as illustrated in Fig. 9. 
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Put .&31 = (DJ:=, and gz = {D,)~,,+ 1 as in Fig. 9. Then we may assume that b, 
is attached to D, and is contained in the solid torus (not containing K) in V, cut 
off by D, u Q, 1. Let U be the solid torus in V, cut off by A, U D,+ , . Then by 
Lemma 2.1, there is a meridian disk of U, say D, intersecting A, in an arc. 
Continue isotopies of type A at LYE (i = 1, 2,. . . ). Suppose (Ye+, is of type I and 
‘yj is of type III for all j G k, and let Aj be the annulus in V, produced by the 
isotopy of type A at aj (1 <j < k). Since akfl is not a d-arc, bkil connects two 
annuli or a disk in g * and an annulus. If bk+ 1 connects two annuli, say A, and 
A, (s <t), then bk+, is contained in the region between A, and A,. Then since 
b k+l does not run over bi (t G i G k), by pushing back the bands {b,},k=, into V, 
leaving b,, , in V,, we can change the order of {aJin_, so that af( = cxk+ 1 in the old 
order) is a d-arc. Then by Fact 1.1, we can reduce the number #(St), a contradic- 
tion. Thus b,, 1 connects a disk in g* and an annulus. This shows that, at the 
stage that the isotopy of type A at czk has just performed, every disk in one of 8, 
and 8,, say g,, has been attached to a band (see Fig. 10). 
By pushing back the bands being attached to the disks in _f3z into V, leaving the 
other bands in VI, we can put VI n S cr) =.97* U {Aj}lL, U.S2. Since A, intersects D 
in a single arc and A,, A,, . . . , A, are all mutually parallel, {A,):=, n D consists of 
mutually parallel r-arcs each of which cuts off a disk Qi such that Q, c Q, c . . . 
c Q, (see Fig. 11). 
Perform the isotopies of type A from VI to V, through the disks {Q,)~=,. Then, 
since in Fig. 12 the disk D, is parallel to the disk Oh, we see that S is isotopic to a 
2-sphere which intersects V, in a* u {I parallel disks}. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 0 
Fig. 10. 
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Lemma 3.4. I=l, S,=DfUD,*UD, and I/,~IS(')=F,UF,, where D, is a 
nonseparating disk in V,, and F, and F, are nonseparating annuli in V, such that Fi 
is a union of a nonseparating disk G, and a band hi (i = 1, 2), G, and G, are 
mutually parallel and h, and h, are not mutually parallel as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 and its proof, we can put VI f~ S”’ =9 * U {A,)f= I, where 
A,, A,, . . * > A, are all mutually parallel nonseparating annuli as illustrated in 
Fig. 13. 
Fig. 13. 
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Since I’, n SC’) consists of 1 + 1 annuli, we can put V, n 3”’ = {I;;.)jZ:. Then we 
can regard Fi as a union of an essential disk in V,, say Gi, and a band in V,, say hi 
(i = 1, 2,. . .) 1 + 1). For i = 1, 2, we may assume that Cr( = aD*) is identified with 
a component of aFi. Since, for i = 1, 2, aFi is identified with Ci* U (a component of 
{&l,}i[=i) and there is a loop in aV, which intersects CF in a point and intersects 
no component of {UlJ~,,, Fi is a nonseparating annulus in V,. Hence G, is a 
nonseparating disk in V, (i = 1, 2). Moreover we may assume that h, does not run 
over h,. If another band runs over h,, then we can perform an isotopy of type A 
from V, to VI which produces a band in V, connecting two annuli in {A$= i. Then 
by the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have a d-arc and can reduce the 
number #(S,), a contradiction. Hence we see that no band runs over h,. For G, 
and G,, we have the following three cases. 
Case A: G, and G, are mutually parallel (cf. Fig. 1011)). 
Since CT is not parallel to any loop in C,* U {C&Ii}!= 1, F, and F, are not 
mutually parallel. Hence F, and F, are in the position illustrated in Fig. 6. If Yi 
(indicated in Fig. 6) contains another annulus, then since the annulus is parallel to 
F, or F,, C* (i = 1 or 2) is parallel to a loop in {aAJ,!=,, a contradiction. Hence 
Yi n S(l) = F, U F2. By the way, there are exactly two 2-spheres with four holes in 
the components of WI - XV, n S(“), one of which is bounded by a(DT u 0; UA,) 
and the other is bounded by a(07 u DT uA,). Thus Y, n W2<= a 2-sphere with 
four holes) is identified with one of them, and in both cases we have 1 = 1 because 
0: U 0: U F, U F2 U Ai (i = 1 or 1) is a 2-sphere. Hence in Case A, we have the 
required conclusion. 
Case B: G, u G, splits Vz into two solid tori (cf. Fig. l(1)). 
Let X, and X, be the two components of V, - (G, U G,), and we may assume 
that h, is in X,. Suppose h, is in X, too. If the genus three handlebody in V, cut 
off by F, U F2 contains no component of (FJffi, then W, - XV, n S(‘)) has a 
component which is a torus with four holes. This is a contradiction because each 
component of W, - XV, n S(‘)) is a planar surface. Hence the genus three handle- 
body contains a component of {FJ!f:. Then by performing an isotopy of type A 
Fig. 14. 
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from V, to Vi leaving hi and h, in Vz, we have a band in Vi connecting two 
annuli in {A,)f=,. Then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have a 
d-arc and can reduce the number #(S,), a contradiction. Hence h, is not in X, 
and meets G, in X, as illustrated in Fig. 14. Note that in general h, runs over h,. 
By noting that no band runs over h, and by the argument in the proof of 
Lemma 2.4, we see that X, contains no separating annuli in {Z#fi. Then by 
applying Lemma 2.1, we see that there is a nonseparating disk of I’, in X, which 
intersects any annulus in X, in an arc (cf. Fig. 10). Then, since in Fig. 1.5 the 
annulus F2 is isotopic to the annulus Fi’, we can regard F2 as a union of a 
nonseparating disk G; and a band such that Gi is parallel to G,. Hence this case 
is reduced to Case A. 
Case C: G, U G, does not separate V2 (cf. Fig. l(II)). 
Claim 1. There is no separating disk in {G,},!,‘:. 
This is proved similarly to Lemma 3.1. 
Claim 2. There is no disk Gi in {G,):2: such that (G,, G,, Gi) is a complete 
meridian disk system of V2. 
This is proved similarly to Lemma 3.2. 
Claim 3. There is no disk Gi in (GJfLi such that Gi is parallel to G, or G,. 
Proof. Suppose there is such a disk, say G,. If h, or h, runs over h,, then, since 
G, is parallel to G, or G,, Fk is parallel to F, or F2. This contradicts that CF 
(i = 1, 2) is not parallel to any component of @AJf=i. Hence neither h, nor h, run 
over h,. Then we can push hk into VI leaving h, and h, in V,. Thus by the 
argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have a d-arc and can reduce the number 
#(S,). This contradiction completes the proof of the claim. 
By Claims 1, 2 and 3, {GJ!f: has at most two parallel classes like JZ illustrated 
in Fig. 9. Then there is a loop in V, intersecting Vz rl S”’ in E points. On the other 
hand, there is a loop in VI intersecting V, n S(l) in 1 + 1 points. Hence we have a 
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loop in S3 intersecting the 2-sphere S (I) in odd points transversely. This is a 
contradiction, and Case C does not occur. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
0 
Finally to complete the proof of Case II, we have to show that K, is prime. 
Let S’ be a 2-sphere which gives a nontrivial connected sum of K and is disjoint 
from S. Put Vi - S, = X, u X,, where X, is a 3-ball and X, is a solid torus. Since 
2-bridge knots are prime, we may assume that S’ n X, = @. Then we can put 
S’nX,=P;i:uP,*UP,U ... UP,,,,where P;“, PT, P1,...,P,,, arediskssuchthat 
Pi* intersects K in a point (i = 1, 2) and Pi n K = (d (j = 1, 2,. . . , ml. In addition, 
we assume that #(I’, n S’) has been minimized in its isotopy class rel. K among all 
2-spheres which are disjoint from S and intersect I’i in such disks. 
If P: u Pz splits I’, into two solid tori, then by the argument in Section 2, we 
have the conclusion (1) of Theorem. If PT and Pz are mutually parallel, then by 
exchanging S for S’, this case is reduced to Case III. Hence we consider here only 
the case when Pi” UP; does not separate V,. Put B* = PT U Pz and 9’ = (PJ!!l. 
Suppose m = 0. Then by the argument in the case of I = 0 in Case II, we have a 
contradiction. Hence m > 0. 
By the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we see that 9 has no separating 
disk in Vi. By Lemma 2.3, no disk in 9* U9 is a meridian disk of X,. Hence by 
the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we may assume that 9 consists of exactly 
one parallel class which is parallel to D,. Then by the argument in the proof of 
Lemma 3.4, we have m = 1. 
Suppose one of PT and Pt, say PT, is not parallel to 0; or DC. Since PT is 
not a meridian disk of X,, LIP,* bounds a disk in ax, containing the image of 
exactly one of 0; and 0; and the image of D,. Let X3 be the 3-ball in X, cut 
off by PI*. Then since P, is contained in X3, by Lemma 2.3 we have a contradic- 
tion. Thus 9* is parallel to 9 *. Hence PT U P; U P, is parallel to Df U D,* u D,. 
By performing an isotopy of type A from V, to I’,, we see that S and S’ are 
isotopic rel. K to So) and S” respectively such that S(i) n V, = 0: U 0; uA, and 
S” f’ Vi = Pp U Pz U B,, where A 1 and B, are mutually parallel annuli in V, as 
illustrated in Fig. 5. Then by Lemma 3.4, we can put S(i) n V, = F, u F2 and 
S” n V, = Q, u Q2, where F, and Q, are nonseparating annuli in V, (i = 1, 21. Put 
F, = Gi U hi and Qi = R, U ti (i = 1, 2), where Gi and Rj are nonseparating disks in 
V, and hi and ti are bands in V2. Moreover by Lemma 3.4, G, and G, (R, and R, 
respectively) are mutually parallel and h, and h, (tl and t, respectively) are not 
mutually parallel. 
Suppose G, and R, are not mutually parallel. Then, since t, and t, do not run 
over each other, neither h, nor h, run over t, or t,. Hence by pushing t, into VI 
leaving the other bands in V2, we have a band, say t, in V, connecting B, and one 
of PI* and P2*. Then by performing an isotopy of type A from VI to V, leaving t 
in VI, we see that S” is isotopic rel. K to S”’ such that S”’ n V, consists of two 
nonseparating disks each of which intersects K in a point. This contradicts the 
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minimality of #(Vi n S’). Hence G, and R, are mutually parallel. Then F, u F, 
and Q, u Q2 are mutually parallel. This shows that S’ is isotopic rel. K to S, and 
completes the proof of Case II. 
4. Case III 
Suppose Case III occurs. 
If I = 0, then S, is an annulus. Since &I?, splits aV, into an annulus, say A, and 
the other, S, is a separating annulus in Vz. Then S, is a union of a separating disk 
and a band in V,. Since the disk splits V, into a solid torus and a genus two 
handlebody, the band is contained in one of them. If the band is contained in the 
genus two handlebody, then as, splits aV, into two tori with two holes, a 
contradiction. Hence the band is contained in the solid torus. Then by the 
argument in the proof of Lemma 2.4, S, is parallel rel. as, to the annulus A in 
W,(= W,). This shows that S gives a trivial connected sum of K, a contradiction. 
Hence 1 > 0. 
Suppose I = 1, and D, is a separating disk in Vi which splits Vi into a solid 
torus containing K and a genus two handlebody. Since b, is not contained in a 
3-ball component of V, - S,, b, is contained in the genus two handlebody as in 
Fig. 16, and let A, be the annulus as a union of D, and b,. 
Since V, n S(l) consists of two annuli, we can put V, n S(l) = F, u F2. In addi- 
tion, suppose F, and F2 are mutually nonparallel nonseparating annuli as illus- 
trated in Fig. 6. Note that in this case a component of aF, is parallel in W, to a 
component of aF,. 
Let Xi, X, and X, be the three components of Vi - CD,* U D,* U A,) indicated 
in Fig. 16 and Yi and Yz the two components of I’, - (F, U F,) indicated in Fig. 6. 
Then Y, n W, is identified with X, n W, and Y2 n W, is identified with (X, U 
x3) n av,. 
Put B, =X1 u Y, and B, = (X, uXJ u Y,. Then, since B, and B, are the two 
components of S3 - S(l), B, is a 3-ball (i = 1, 2). Put ?ji = Bi n K(=X, n K). Then 
by the argument in the proof of Claim in Section 2, we see that ai is a trivial arc in 
Fig. 16. 
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X, (i = 1, 2). Let BI be a 3-ball and Si a trivial arc properly embedded in Bi 
(i = 1, 2). Put Sf = Bi u BI and K, = 6, U 8: (i = 1, 2), then K, is a knot in the 
3-sphere S? (i = 1, 2). In the following, we show that K, has a 2-bridge decompo- 
sition and K, has tunnel number at most two. 
Since there is a nonseparating disk, say A,,, in X, such that A, n A, is an arc 
and there are two nonseparating disks, say A, and A,, in Y, such that A, n Fi is an 
arc (i = 1, 2) (cf. Fig. 71, by the same argument as that in Case II, we see that 
K ,( = 6, u 6; > has a 2-bridge decomposition. 
Next we denote the images of D;“, D2y, A,, F, and F2 in ax,, ax, and aY, by 
the same notations. Let F3 be the annulus in aY, bounded by a component of aF, 
and a component of aF,. Put F = F, U F3 U F2, then F is an annulus in aY,. Let E 
be a trivial arc properly embedded in Y2 which is obtained by pushing an essential 
arc properly embedded in F into Y,, and let N(E) be a regular neighbourhood of E 
in Y,. Then cl(Y, - N(E)) is a genus three handlebody. By the definition of E, there 
is a nonseparating disk, say D, properly embedded in cl(Y, -N(E)) such that 
D n F = aD n F is an essential arc properly embedded in F. Then since X, n ClV, 
is identified with F3, X2 is a cancelling 2-handle for cl(Y, -N(E)). Hence X, U 
cl(Y, - N(E)) is a genus two handlebody, 6, is contained in X, U cl(Y, - N(E)) as a 
trivial arc and 0: U F, is a disk in a(X, U cl(Y, - N(E))) (i = 1, 2). 
Regard B; as 0’ x I and S; as {x2} X I, where D2 is a 2-disk, x2 is a point in 
int(D2) and I = 10, 11. Choose the glueing map f of 3s; to aB, so that f(D2 x (0)) 
=DTuF,, f(tlD2xZ)=A, and f(D2x{1})=D~uF2. Put W,=(X,Ucl(Y,- 
N(E))) Uf~(D~X(O))“(D~X(I)) CD2 XI) and W, =X3 UN(E). Then (W,, W,) is a genus 
three Heegaard splitting of the 3-sphere Sz( = B, U B;). Moreover by the above 
construction, K2(= 6, U S;> is a core of a handle of W,. Hence K, has tunnel 
number at most two. 
In the rest of this section, we show that I = 1, that D, and V2 n S(I) satisfy the 
above conditions and that the knot K, is prime. Then by the uniqueness of prime 
decomposition of knots, we have the conclusion (2) of Theorem. In the following 
proof, put g* = 0: U 0; and 9 = {DJ!=,. 
Lemma 4.1. We may assume that if 9 has separating disks, then those all are 
mutually parallel. 
Proof. Suppose _9 has more than one parallel classes consisting of separating 
disks. Then, since V, is a genus three handlebody, 9 has exactly two such parallel 
classes, say 8, and 5~~. Let Di be a disk in 9i (i = 1, 2). We may assume that D, 
cuts off a solid torus not containing K, say Xi. Let X2 be the solid torus bounded 
by D, and D,. If g has a nonseparating disk in X2, then by Lemma 2.3, b, is 
contained in Xi. Then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we have a 
contradiction. Thus ~9 has no nonseparating disk in X2, and we can put 9 =9i u 
~27~ Ug,, where _9x is an empty set or consists of nonseparating disks in Xi. Thus 
by the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we can put V, n SC’) =9* u {A,}:= 1 u 
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~9~ 9s (j = 1 or 2) for some r. By Lemma 2.1, we see that there is a nonseparating 
disk of V, in X, which intersects Ai (1 <i 6 r) in a single arc. Then, by the 
argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3, and since in Fig. 17(l) and (2) the disk D, is 
isotopic to DA, we have the conclusion of the lemma. •! 
Lemma 4.2. If 9 has a separating disk, then it cuts off a solid torus containing K. 
Proof. Suppose 9 has a separating disk, say D,, which cuts off a solid torus not 
containing K. Let X,, X, and X, be the three components of I’, - (0: U 0: U 
Dl), where X, is a 3-ball, X, is the solid torus bounded by 0: U D,* UD, and X, 
is the solid torus cut off by Dr. If _9 has a nonseparating disk in X,, then by 
Lemma 2.3, b, is contained in X,. Then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 
2.4 we have a contradiction. Hence by Lemma 4.1 we can put _9 =8, U_CB2, where 
_9r consists of separating disks parallel to D, and s2 is an empty set or consists of 
nonseparating disks in X,. Then we can put V, n SC’) =g* U (Ai}~=, U_SB2 for 
some r, where A,, A,, . . . , A, are all mutually parallel separating annuli. If gz is 
an empty set, then since (Y,+, is of type I, b,+r connects two annuli or an annulus 
and one of 0: and 0:. We note here that b,+l does not meet a single annulus. If 
the former occurs, then we can change the order of {cxJ:= 1 so that (Y,+ 1 is a d-arc 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. This contradicts Fact 1.1. If the latter occurs, then 
since b,, , does not run over the bands b,, . . . , b,, we can push back b,, . . . , b, into 
V, leaving b,, 1 in V,. Then since b,, 1 connects two disks of S,, the number #(S,) 
is reduced, a contradiction. Hence gz is not an empty set, and we can put 
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V, n S(‘) =a * U {A$=, U {Ai}:=r+,z where {A,}:_+ I consists of nonseparating 
annuli and has at most two parallel classes. 
Suppose {Ai}:=, consists of two parallel classes as illustrated in Fig. 18. 
Let A, and A, be the two nonseparating annuli such that $A, UA,) bounds a 
Z-sphere with four holes in aV, disjoint from a(@‘, n SC’)) - (A, u A,)). Since (~[+r 
is of type 1, and by the same argument as the above, b,, , connects A, and A, and 
runs over the bands b, and b,. Since V, n S”’ consists of 1 i- 1 annuli, V, n S(!+ ‘) 
consists of I annuli and a disk, say G. Then 8G is identified with the loop 
produced by a fusion of two components of %A, U A,) via b,, 1. 
Suppose G is a nonseparating disk of V,. Let 44, be a nonseparating disk of V, 
which is contained in Xi (i = 1, 2, 3). Then {M,, M,, MJ is a complete meridian 
disk system of VI. Clearly 8G does not intersect M,. And by Fig. 19, b,, , does not 
contribute to calculation of the algebraic intersection number of aG and 
{AI, A&, MJ. Hence the algebraic intersection number of aG and (M,, M,, M3} is 
equal to that of a, U a, (or a, U (-a,)) and M2, where a, and a, are cores of A, 
and A, respectively. Moreover it is equal to 0 or 2. (the algebraic intersection 
number of a, and M,) because the algebraic intersection number of a, and M, 
(a, and AI,) is equal to that of fa, and M,, where a, is a core of A,. Then, since 
aG is a loop of a Heegaard diagram of (VI, V,>, we have the following presentation 
of H,(V, u v;; Z): 
for some integer n. 
Thus N,(S3; Z) # 0, a contradiction. 
Next suppose G is a separating disk of V2. 
Let U be the solid torus in V, cut off by G. If CT contains a component of 
(Vz U A”“+‘)) - G, then the component is a separating annulus which cuts off a 
solid torus in V, (cf. Fig. 4). Then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we 
can reduce the number #(S,), a contradiction. Hence U n (CL’, n S(‘+l)) - G) = 6. 
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Perform an isotopy of type A from V, to V, to push back bl+, into V,. If b!+i is 
pushed back into U, then we can reduce the number #(S,) by the same argument 
as the above. If bl+, is pushed back into V, - U, then the annulus (G u b,, ,> splits 
V, into two genus two handlebodies, say W, and W,, where II c W,. Let R be the 
component of V, -(A, UA,) indicated in Fig. 18. Then ?+‘, n W, is identified 
with dV, n R. This is a contradiction because dV, n W, is a torus with two holes 
and CC’, n R is a 2-sphere with four holes. This contradiction shows that {A&=,+, 
has exactly one parallel class. 
Suppose Ar+l,Ar+2,..., A, are all mutually parallel. Since 9’) is a separating 
2-sphere in S”, I > r + 1. Then A,, A,,, and A, are in the position as illustrated 
in Fig. 20. 
By the minimality of #(S,), bl+, connects two components of A,, A,+i and A,. 
Then by the same argument as that in the case when (Ai)!_+, has two parallel 
classes, we see that KS,) is reduced or H,(S”; 2) f 0, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 4.3. We may assume that B consists of at most two parallel classes, one of 
which consists of separating disks and the other consists of nonseparating disks. 
Proof. Suppose g has more than two parallel classes. If those all are nonseparat- 
ing disks, then each component of V, - S, is a 3-ball, a contradiction. Hence by 
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Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, 9 has exactly three parallel 
Then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 
conclusion of the lemma. 
classes as illustrated in Fig. 21. 
3.3 (cf. Fig. 101, we have the 
Suppose _9 consists of two parallel classes. If one of them consists of separating 
disks and the other consists of nonseparating disks, then we have the conclusion of 
the lemma. If 9 consists of separating disks, then by Lemma 4.1 we have the 
conclusion of the lemma. If 9 consists of nonseparating disks, then those are the 
two parallel classes in the three parallel classes illustrated in Fig. 21. Then by the 
argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3, S is isotopic rel. K to a 2-sphere S’ such that 
S’ n Vi = Df U 0; US’, where 9’ consists of one parallel class. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. q 
Lemma 4.4. 9 consists of one parallel class. 
Proof. Suppose g has more than one parallel classes. Then by Lemmas 4.2 and 
4.3, we can put _9 =9, u&, where 8, = (D,},r=, consists of nonseparating disks 
and _9z = {DJ!_+, consists of separating disks each of which cuts off a solid torus 
containing K. We may assume that D,, D,, . . . , D, are ordered as illustrated in 
Fig. 22. Note that if we remove one parallel class consisting of nonseparating disks 
from Fig. 21, then the resulting figure is homeomorphic to Fig. 22. And note that 
r > 1 because S is a separating 2-sphere in S3. 
Fig. 21 
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By changing the letters of D,, D,, . . . , D, if necessary, we may assume that b, 
meets D, or Dr+l. 
Claim. We may assume that b, meets D,. 
Proof. Suppose 6, meets D,, ,. Let U be the solid torus in I’, bounded by 
D, U D, UA,. Then by Lemma 2.1, there is a nonseparating disk of V, in U, say D, 
which intersects A, in a single arc. If b, is attached to a disk in gi, then we can 
push back b, into V, leaving b, in Vi, and we can regard this situation as that 6, 
meets D,. By this observation we can put Vi f’s”-‘) =9* U9, U {Ai}::;, where 
Ai is separating annulus produced by the isotopy of type A at cxi (1 G i G 1 - r). 
Since Ai intersects D in an arc, by the deformation as demonstrated in Fig. 17(l), 
we see that S is isotopic to S’ such that V, n S’ =g* U9, U {D~}!_+l, where 0; 
is a separating disk in Vi which cuts off a solid torus containing 9i. Then by the 
argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have a contradiction. This completes the 
proof of the claim. 
By Claim, we can put Vi fl S”’ =g * U {LI,}~~=, US32 as in the proof of Lemma 
3.3, where Ai is a nonseparating annulus. Suppose (A,):,, consists of two parallel 
classes (cf. Fig. 18). Perform isotopies of type A at cyi (i = Y + 1, r + 2,. . . ). Let b, 
be the band which meets {AJ:=i such that k = r + 1 or k > r + 1 and bj does not 
meet {A,),‘_, for r + 16 j G k - 1. If b, runs over a band bj for some j G r, then 
b, connects two annuli in {Aill~= ,. Then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 
4.2, we have a contradiction. If b, does not run over any band bj for 1 <j G r, then 
we can push back bj (1 <j G r) into I’, leaving b, in Vi. Then (Ye is a d-arc as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.3, and we have a contradiction. Hence (A,}~~=, consists of 
one parallel class. 
If (~,+r is of type I, then since (~,+i is not a d-arc, b,+l connects two annuli in 
{A$=r. Then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have a contradiction. 
Thus cz,+i is of type III and b,+l meets DriI as illustrated in Fig. 23. Hence by 
repeating these arguments, we can put Vi fl S(l) =a * U (Aijlr= 1 U (Aj)~=,+ 1. More- 
over by Lemma 2.1, there is a nonseparating disk of V,, say D, such that A, 
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Fig. 23. 
(1 < i < r) intersects D in a single arc (see Fig. 23). If bj (r + 1 <j < 1) does not 
run over b,, then we can push back bi (1 < i < r) into V’, leaving bj in Vi. Then by 
Lemma 2.1 we may assume that bj (I + 1 <j < 1) intersects D in a single arc. 
Hence by the deformation illustrated in Fig. 17(l), we have the same situation as 
that in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2, 
we have a contradiction. Hence bj (r + 1 <j < 1) runs over b, many times and 
intersects D many times. 
Here, to complete the proof of Lemma 4.4, we prepare a technical lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. Let V be a solid torus in S3 and put E = cl(S3 - V). Let C be an 
annulus in Wsuch that each component of K, say c1 and c2, is a meridian of V. Put 
C’ = cl(aV- C>. Let G, and G, be mutually disjoint disks in int(C’), and put 
P = cl(C’ - (G, U G,)) and gj = aGi (i = 1, 2). Let y be an arc properly embedded 
in E connecting a point in int(G,) and a point in int(G,) (see Fig. 24). 
Suppose A is an annulus properly embedded in E disjoint from y, and put 
aA = a, U a2. Then if a, is a core of C and a2 is in P, then a2 is parallel in P to c1 or 
c2, and if a, is in int(G,> (i = 1 or 2) and bounds a disk containing y fl Gi, and a2 is 
in P, then a2 is parallel in P to g, or g,. 
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Proof. If a, is a core of C, then a2 is also a meridian of I/. If a2 separates g, and 
g, in P, then A intersects y. Hence a2 does not separate g, and g, and is parallel 
in P to c, or c2. 
Suppose a, is in int(Gil (i = 1 or 2). Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that a, is in int(G,). Let F, be a disk in G, bounded by a,. Since a2 n C = @, a2 is 
also an inessential loop in 8’ and bounds a disk in al/- C, say F2. Since a2 is in P 
and aF,naF,=@, we have F,f~F~=fl or F,cint(F,). If F,nF,=@, then 
A U F, U F2 bounds a 3-ball in E in which y is properly embedded. Then G, c F2 
and a2 is parallel in P to g,. Suppose F, c int(F,l and put A’ = cl( F2 - F,). Then, 
since the torus A uA’ bounds a 3-manifold in E and A n y = @, we see that 
F, n G, = (d and a2 is parallel in P to g,. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Recall Fig. 23. Let U’ be the genus two handlebody in Vi bounded by 
A, “A, UA,+i. We denote the images of A,, A,. and A,, , in XJ’ by the same 
notations. Let N(A,+ ,> be a regular neighborhood of A,, , in U’, and put 
U=cl(U’-N(A,+,))and A,+, = cl(&V(A,+,) - XI’) (see Fig. 25). Let a, and a2 
be cores of A,+i and A,+i respectively, and A the annulus in N(A,+ ,) bounded 
by a, U a2. 
Since (Y~ (i = 1, r) is of type III, there are a component of aA,, say g,, and a 
component of aA,, say g,, such that gj bounds a disk G, (i = 1, 2) in Scr+‘) 
disjoint from int(A, UA,) and G, intersects K in a point. Put ci = dA, -g, and 
c2 = tlA, -g,, and let C be the annulus in S (‘+i) bounded by ci U c2. Let B be the 
3-ball in S3 bounded by Scr+‘) containing U. Put I’= cl((S3 -B) U U) and 
E = cl(S3 - I’) ( = cl(B - U)). Then I/ is a solid torus because U is a genus two 
handlebody containing A, and A, in the boundary and there is a complete 
meridian disk system of U, say {M,, M,), such that M, nAi is an essential arc 
properly embedded in Ai (i = 1, r>. Put y = E n K. Then, since U n K = fl, y is an 
arc properly embedded in E, and this situation is the same as that in Lemma 4.5 
(see Figs. 24, 25 and 26). 
Fig. 25. 
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Fig. 26. 
Since a,+, is of type III and A,+r is an annulus in as, a, is a core of C or is in 
int(G,) (i = 1 or 2) and bounds a disk in Gi containing y n Gi. Since A is an 
annulus properly embedded in E and a2 is in cl(W - (A, U A,)) = cl(W - (C U 
G, U G,)) (= P in Lemma 4.9, by Lemma 4.5, a2 is parallel in cl(X/ - (A, U A,)) 
to one of cr, c2, g, and g,. Moreover, since b,+l runs over b,, a2 cannot be 
parallel to any component of &4, = c, U g,. Hence a2 is parallel to a component of 
Ul,. = c2 u g,, and this means that b,, , runs over b, exactly once and intersects D 
in a single arc. Hence Aj (r + 1 <j < I) intersects D in a single arc. 
Now “Ii 1 is of type I. If b,, 1 connects two of the annuli A,, A,, . . . , A,, then by 
the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have a contradiction. Hence by Fact 
1.3, bl+, connects A, and one of 0;” and 0;. Then by using the disk D, we can 
push back the bands {b,I~=, into V, leaving bl+, in Vi (cf. Fig. 11). Then bl+l is a 
band in V, connecting a disk and one of 0; and 0;. Thus the number #(S,) is 
reduced. This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. q 
Lemma 4.6. _9 consists of separating disks. 
Proof. Suppose 9 consists of nonseparating disks. Then by the argument in the 
proof of Lemma 3.3, we can put Vr n S (I) =9 * u (A,}f= 1. Then by the argument in 
the proof of Lemma 4.2, we see that the number #(S,) is reduced or H,(S3; Z) # 0. 
This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 4.7. 1= 1, S,=DTVDTUD, and I/,nS(‘)=F, UF,, where D, is a 
separating disk which cuts off a solid torus in V, containing K, and F, and F2 are 
nonseparating annuli in V, such that FL is a union of a nonseparating disk Gi and a 
band hi (i = 1, 21, G, and G, are mutually parallel and h, and h, are not mutually 
parallel as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.6, we can put V, n S (‘)=g* U {Ai}!=l, where Ai (1 <i G 1) is 
a separating annulus as illustrated in Fig. 16. Then we can put V, n SC” = {Fj}:=+:, 
where Fj is an annulus in V,. 
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Claim. F, is a nonseparating annulus for any j (1 < j < I+ 1). 
Proof. Suppose Fk is a separating annulus for some k. Put Fk = G, u h,, where 
G, is a separating disk in V, and h, is a band. Then G, splits V, into a solid torus 
and a genus two handlebody. If the solid torus contains a component of {<.},!f: - Fk, 
then by the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we have a contradiction. And by 
the same reason, we see that h, is contained in the genus two handlebody. Hence 
Fk splits V, into two genus two handlebodies (cf. Fig. 3), say Yi and Y,, where 
Y, n <{Fj}jZi - Fk;k) = @. Then aV’, n Y, is a torus with two holes. Since there is 
exactly one component of W, - S(‘) which is a torus with two holes (that is the 
component cut off by &4 i), aF, is identified with &4,. Then Fk UA, is a torus. 
This contradiction completes the proof of the claim. 
By Claim we can put F, = G, U h, (1 <j < I+ l), where G, is a nonseparating 
disk in V, and hj is a band in V,. Perform isotopies of type A at LYE (I < i < 21+ 1). 
Then aGj (1 <j < I+ 1) is identified with a loop in aV, produced by a fusion of two 
components of XV, n S(l)) via the band bl+j. Let M, be a nonseparating disk in V, 
parallel to OF, and M,, M, two nonseparating disks in Vi such that Mi n K = fl 
(i = 1, 2) and {M,, M,, M3) is a complete meridian disk system of Vi. Then we see 
that bl+j does not contribute to calculation of H,(I/, U V,; Z) (cf. Fig. 19). Let a 
be a core of A,. Then a n M, = @. Let p be the algebraic intersection number of 
a and M,, and q the algebraic intersection number of a and M,. Then since 
Vi n SC’) = 0: u 0: uA, u . . . uA, (where A,, A,, . . ., A, are mutually parallel 
annuli), no band connects the two disks 0: and 0; (Fact 1.3) and since each 
band connects two of the 21+ 2 loops a( 0; U D,h U A 1 U . . . U A,), the algebraic 
intersection number of aG, and {M,, M,, MJ is one of the following (modulo 
sign): (1) (0, p, q) if b,+j connects a disk and an annulus or (2) (0, 0, 0) or 
(0, 2p, 2q) if bl+j connects two annuli. 
Suppose there are two disks G, and G, for some s and t such that G, and G, 
are not mutually parallel and G, U G, does not separate V,. Then aG, and aG, are 
two loops of a Heegaard diagram of (Vi, VI). Hence we have one of the following 
presentations of H,(V, U V,; Z): 
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This shows that H,(S3; Z) # 0, a contradiction. Hence G,, G,, . . . , G,, i are all 
mutually parallel or {G,},!_‘i consists of two parallel classes such that the two disks 
which are not mutually parallel split V, into two solid tori. 
Suppose {G,),!Lj consists of two parallel classes. 
Claim. If G, and G, are mutually parallel for some s and t, then F, and F, are 
mutually parallel. 
Proof. We may assume that the annulus in aV’, bounded by XG, U G,) contains no 
other components of XG, U G, U . . . u GI+I) - 8(G,Y u G,). If F, and F, are not 
mutually parallel, then XF, u F,) bounds a 2-sphere with four holes in al’,. Since 
there is exactly one 2-sphere with four holes in the components of aV, - XD,* U 
0; uA, u ... u A,), which is bounded by a( 0: U 0: U A,), a<F, U F,) is identi- 
fied with a(D;” U 0: UA,). Then 0: U DC UA, U F, U F, is a 2-sphere. Hence 
{G,},!‘_‘: = {G,, G,} and this shows that {G,}:zi consists of one parallel class. This is 
a contradiction and completes the proof of the claim. 
By Claim, we see that {Fj},!L: consists of two parallel classes. Then by the 
argument in the proof of Case B of Lemma 3.4, we see that this case is reduced to 
the case when G,, G,, . . . ,G/+i are all mutually parallel. Hence we may assume 
that (G,};z: consists of one parallel class. 
If h,, &,...,h,+, are all mutually parallel, then a( F, U F, U . . . U F,, ,> con- 
sists of two parallel classes. This contradicts that a(D,* U 0; UA, U . . . U A,) 
consists of three parallel classes. Thus we can put {F;},!f i = (F,}:= 1 U {Fj},!Zi+ ,, 
where these are the two parallel classes. Then we may assume that XF, u Fk+ ,> 
bounds a 2-sphere with four holes in aV, which contains no other components of 
d(F,uF2u ‘.. U F,, 1) - a(Fk U Fk+ 1). Since there is exactly one 2-sphere with 
four holes in the components of al/, - XD;” u 0; u A, u . . . u A,), which is 
bounded by a@,* U D,* UA,), a(Fk U Fk+,) is identified with a(D,* U 0; uA,). 
Then D~uD~UA~UF~UF~+~ is a 2-sphere. This shows that 1 = 1 and k = 1. 
Then by the above argument, we see that F, and F2 satisfy the required 
conditions. This completes the proof of the lemma. q 
Now we have to show that K, is prime. However, by noting the existence of the 
separating disk D,, we see that it can be proved by the same argument as that in 
this section. This completes the proof of Case III and Theorem. 
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